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Introduction
A small airframe design that is optimized for launch,
recovery, and mass production is presented. The aircraft
has been wind tunnel tested, constructed and test flown
at two different scales; 1.2 and 0.82 meter wingspan.
The design reflects the role of the aircraft in the
experiments, and also the requirement to re-scale the
craft to smaller wingspans as instruments are refined
and miniaturized. The aircraft’s role is to take part in a
NASA funded demonstration of the advantages of
biologically inspired sensing for a proposed airborne
exploration of Mars [ 11.
The mission
The aircraft is required to perform the following
mission:
1 . Numerous aircraft held in a magazine or canister,
each launched from the ground or dropped from a
larger airborne craft.
2. Autonomous terrain following flight in a straight
line for 15 - 20 minutes without GPS or magnetic
compass.
3. Controlled high angle of attack descent or higher
trajectory GPS guided flight back to the launch site
for manual landing.
Design issues
The launch is to be rocket assisted or by spring, in
either case the ramp will be no longer than 1.5m, to

simulate the conditions of a Mars lander where ramp
dimensions are obviously tightly constrained. In order
to reduce risk during launch, the speed of the craft upon
leaving the ramp will be close to the cruising speed of
the aircraft, around 25 m/s, requiring a 20g launch. The
strength of the aircraft is clearly a significant design
constraint.
Multiple craft must be carried in a limited space,
requiring them to have a low aspect ratio wing or carry
the high risk associated with a folding design.
Eficiency in storing and automatically handling the
aircraft can only be gained by making them stackable
for transport in a magazine.
The aircraft configuration chosen to meet these
constraints is a flying wing with a delta planform using

elevons for control surfaces, and a pusher engine
configuration. The basic shape is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Basic Aircraft Configuration
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Basic specifications are as follows:
Aspect Ratio
Leading edge sweep
Taper ratio
MAC
Wingspan
All Up Weight
Payload

2.206
39.1"
0.19
0.396
0.810 m
1.425 kg
0.460 kg
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One dummy aircraft was statically loaded using
distributed weights on the aircraft to determine failure
loading. The aircraft failed at an equivalent load factor
of 40g indicating a significant factor of safety over
design loading conditions (log).
Resistance to
longitudinal accelerations required for launch (20g) is
also expected to be satisfactory due to the delta wing
structure and composite construction.

Drag Coefficient wmus AoA

Wind tunnel test results
A 0.2m wingspan scale model was wind-tunnel tested to
ensure that the required performance could be achieved,
and to determine the neutral point. Aerodynamic data
from wind tunnel tests has also been incorporated into a
simulation used for testing closed loop control
strategies. Basic wind-tunnel test results are provided at
Figure 2. A summary of the most elementary results is
provided below:
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The aircraft is required to perform autonomous terrain
following, which makes the mildly stalling behavior of
the craft desirable, despite the shallow lift curve slope.
Stall does not occur until over 30". Pitching moments
can be a problem for tailless aircraft, however for this
wing, pitching moment is stabilising at all angles of
attack and nose down during stall.
The deep chord of the aircraft increases the scalability
of the platform to the lower Reynolds number
conditions prevalent on Mars. The significance of this
is that experiments conducted on Earth should still have
relevance to the mission on Mars. Consideration must
still however be given to the much higher speeds
necessary in the thin Martian atmosphere to generate
suficient lift. This impacts strongly on turning
performance and the ability to manoeuvre to achieve
terrain clearance.
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Figure 2. Wind Tunnel Results

Implementation
Construction of typical "model planes" can consume
more than 40 hours of skilled labor. The mission
requires experiments in autonomous grounding and
terrain following, both high-risk activities. Successful
grounding does not necessarily imply that the craft may
be reused. Unsuccessful grounding ensures no reuse.
The aircraft design was rationalized to the minimum
number of components and minimum construction time.
The wing was wire cut in two parts from polystyrene
foam using a template cut in the shape of the root
airfoil, with the other end of the wire anchored to the
wingtip vertex of the wing half. The two wing halves
were held together using double sided tape, which
provides a bond stronger than the surrounding foam.
Fiberglass was "vacuum bagged" onto the foam core.

Pockets for engine mounts, servos and instruments were
machined into the wing using a CNC router. Elevons
were made from the trailing edge of the wing by cutting
a V shaped groove into the upper layer of glass and the
through the foam core, leaving only the lower layer of
glass fiber, this saves 30 minutes of fitting hinges.
Vertical stabilizing surfaces were attached to the wing
tips. The stabilizers were canted outwards at 7” in order
to allow stacking of multiple craft.

horizon sensor, with substantial optical processing and
multiple spectral sensitivity [4]. A hardware device
substantially mimicking the function of the dragonfly
ocelli was constructed and is shown in figure 3. We
believe that this is the World’s first demonstrated use of
a “biomorphic ocellus” as a flight stabilization system.

Using these methods an aircraft can be constructed in
less than five hours, with most precision work done by a
CNC router. Scaling to larger or smaller wingspans is
trivial, requiring only different wing templates and
another CNC program €or the router.
The only power source found to be capable of providing
the 20-30 minutes duration and sufficient power to
weight ratio for terrain following were two-stroke glowfuel powered engines. The actual engine chosen was an
OS 15 providing 0.3kW at 15,000 rpm. This engine has
the advantage of no electrical system and a minimal
timing system.
Power output
Mass
RPM Range
Static thrust
Fuel consumption at
max power
Useable Fuel

0.3 kW @ 17000 rpm
0.17kg
2500-1 8000
1 kg
12 ml/min
150 ml

Flight test results
Using this engine/airframe combination, a maximum
speed of 35m/s was measured in timed runs. A h 1 1 set of
performance metrics will be provided in the full paper
including maximum rate of climb, maximum roll rate,
range, endurance, and turningperformance.
Control
The aircraft requires a stability augmentation system in
the form of roll and pitch gyros in order to be flown by
a human pilot, due to the small scale and high speed of
this craft.
Alternatives to conventional sensors are a number of
biomimetic technologies. The Ocelli are small eyes on
the dorsal and forward regions of the heads of many
insects. The ocelli are distinct from the compound eyes
that are most commonly associated with insect vision.
In many insects the ocelli are little more than single
point detectors of short wavelength light. In many
insects behavioral responses to ocelli stimuli are hard to
observe[2]. The notable exception is dragonflies[3],
whose flight control is notably degraded by any
interference with the ocellar system. Our group has
discovered recently that the ocelli are a dedicated

The advantage of the ocelli over a similarly sized
system of rate gyroscopes is that both attitude control
and rate damping can be realized from the one device.
A full inertial unit and significant processing would
otherwise be required to achieve the same effect. As a
prelude to full autonomy, substantial stability
augmentation is provided to the pilot at very low cost in
terms of space, power and mass. The sensor is about 40
times lighter than a comparable inertial attitude
reference system.
The full paper will provide a more detailed description
of the control architecture and signal processing
aboard the aircrafl, which incorporates the ocelli.
Preliminary in-flight results on another aircrafl confirm
that the ocelli can provide an autopilotfunction capable
of maintaining the aircraft wings level and at constant
pitch attitude.

Discussion
The airframe meets and exceeds the mission
requirements. Although aerodynamic and structural
efficiency are vital in many applications, in this
application issues of utility dominate. Risk and cost are
primary considerations when the task is experiments
into autonomy.
The current aircraft contains many elements that
produce drag, including the blunt nose, uncowled
engine and exposed control rods. Refinement of the
airframe and cowlings over exposed components should
substantially reduce drag but will only be done on final
demonstration craft.
Expanded discussion to includefeatures and drawbacks
of horizon stabilizers such as the ocelli

Conclusion
By optimizing the ease of construction of the aircraft we
are well poised to attack the extremely challenging task

of visually guided autonomous flight, liberated
somewhat from the fear of lost time and money.
The rapidly developed prototype will allow the team to
move to the control and autonomous behavior issues.
Future work will concentrate on miniaturizing the
sensors and controllers, hopefully resulting in rescaling
the craft to less than 0.4m wingspan.
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